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ABSTRACT 

A hash table is a fundamental data structure implementing an associative memory 

that maps a key to its associative value. Due to its very fast mapping operation of O(1), it 

has been widely used in various areas such as databases, bioinformatics, and distributed 

computing. Besides, the paradigm of micro-architecture design of CPUs is shifting away 

from faster uniprocessors toward slower chip multiprocessors. In order to fully exploit the 

performance of such modern computer architectures, the data structures and algorithms 

considering parallelism become more important than ever. This paper implements four 

cache-conscious hashing methods, linear hashing and chained hashing, and also, a modern 

hashing methods, cuckoo hashing and hopscotch hashing, and analyzes their performance 

under Intel 32-core CPU of Nehalem microarchitecture. We implement each hashing 

method using state-of-the-art techniques such as lock-free data structures, especially based 

on compare-and-swap (CAS) operations, and refinable data structures. To the best of our 

knowledge, the work done by this paper is the first work analyzing the performance of 

four all hashing methods under the same implementation framework. Experimental results 

using data of 223 (i.e., about eight millions) key-value pairs shows that lock-free linear 

hashing is the best for insert operation among four hashing methods, and lock-free chained 

hashing is the best for lookup operation. Hopscotch hashing shows the second best per-

formance of lookup operation. However, cuckoo hashing and hopscotch hash size is much 

bigger than other hash table size. Through experiments, we have found that the cuckoo 

hashing and hopscotch hashing are relatively not efficient than other hash methods. 

 

Keywords: linear hashing, chained hashing, cuckoo hashing, hopscotch hashing, 

parallel programming. 
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Ⅰ. .INTRODUCTION 

 

A hash table is a very fast data structure with its excellent lookup performance 

of O(1) implementing an associative memory that maps a key to its associative value. Due 

to its very fast mapping operation, it has been widely used in various areas such as data-

bases, bioinformatics, and embedded systems. Representative hashing methods are linear 

hashing[1] and chained hashing[2]. Recently, cuckoo hashing[3] and hopscotch hashing[4] 

have been proposed. 

Meanwhile, the paradigm of micro-architecture design of CPUs is shifting to 

on-chip multi-core processors instead of increasing clock speed. For instance, recent desk-

top has CPU up to 6 and 10 CPU for server. Since CPU is developed as the clock speed 

does not increase, single thread program does not make the program to speed up automati-

cally. Therefore, in order to fully exploit the performance of such modern computer archi-

tectures, the data structures and algorithms considering multi-threading become more im-

portant than ever. 

There have been many studies on implementing an efficient hashing method 

under multi-core architecture[5,6,7,8,9,10]. The major operations for hashing are insertion 

and lookup. When using multi threads, the insertion operation is required to solve the race 

condition problem since multiple threads tries to update a common data structure simulta-

neously. A common method solving that problem is (1) to acquire a mutex lock, (2) update 

the data structure inside a critical section, and then, (3) release the lock. However, this na-

ïve method could degrade the performance severely, especially when there are many con-

current threads, since the threads compete with each other for getting a lock, which is called 
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thread contention. In order to reduce the thread contention, lock-free hashing methods[5], 

which don’t use a lock, and refinable hashing methods[6], which use fine-granularity locks, 

are proposed. Especially, the lock-free hashing methods are usually based on a hardware-

level instruction called Compare-And-Swap(CAS). 

In this paper, we have analyzed the performances of four hashing methods, es-

pecially cache-conscious hashing methods  linear hashing, chained hashing, cuckoo hash-

ing and hopscotch hashing  for multi-threading. Nowadays, due to the memory-wall 

problem, the cache-conscious algorithms and data structures are as important as multi-

threaded ones. We have first implemented those four hashing methods with some modifica-

tion of algorithms so as to achieve the best performance and best fairness. Then, we have 

compared the performance of insertion and lookup of them using Intel 32-core machine. To 

the best of our knowledge, the work done by this paper is the first work analyzing the per-

formance of those cache-conscious hashing methods under the same implementation 

framework and under the machine of a large number of cores. In case of cuckoo hashing 

and hopscotch hashing, although the authors insist that the performance of hopscotch hash-

ing and cuckoo hashing are better than other hashing methods. In terms of cuckoo hashing, 

it shows the lowest performances under multi-core environment, and also in terms of hop-

scotch hashing, it shows quite different results at least under Intel multi-core machine com-

pare to under Sun UltraSPARC. 

For the best fairness, we have implemented linear hashing and chained hashing 

in a lock-free manner based on CAS operation and cuckoo hashing and hopscotch hashing 

using a refinable lock-based manner. In terms of chained hashing, we have modified the 

data structure and algorithms with considering the size of cache line. In terms of cuckoo 

hashing and hopscotch hashing, there have not been proposed any lock-free data structures 
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or algorithms so far due to its complexity, we have used a refinable lock-based method, the 

best method for the performance. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. The existing work related to this 

study is described in chapter 2. Chapter 3 explains the data structure and algorithms of each 

hashing method used in this paper. Chapter 4 analyzes and evaluates four hashing methods, 

and then, Chapter 5 concludes the paper. 

 

Ⅱ. RELATED WORK 

 
We briefly introduce four cache-conscious hashing methods, linear hashing, 

chained hashing, cuckoo hashing and hopscotch hashing in this section. Linear hashing and 

chained hashing are the conventional methods, and cuckoo hashing and hopscotch hashing 

the methods recently proposed. 

 

2.1. Linear hashing 

Linear hashing (1) first tries to insert a pair of <key, value> to the target buck-

et, (2) finds the first empty bucket with linear probing from the next bucket of the target one 

if a hash collision occurs, and (3) inserts the pair to the empty bucket. Since the pair is usu-

ally stored near the target bucket when the fill factor is not too high, it is known that linear 

hashing shows a good performance with a moderate fill factor below 50%[11]. However, if 

the fill factor is larger than 50%, the performance of linear hashing might degrades much 

since the number of buckets to be linear probed increases, and so, many cache lines should 

be read from main memory[12]. 

 

2.2. Chained hashing 

Chained hashing solves the hash collision problem by creating a linked list at 
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the target bucket and inserting <key, value> into the list. Chained hashing has an advantage 

that the performance degradation is not severe compare with linear hashing even when the 

fill factor is very high. It is because chained hashing needs only to search the corresponding 

linked list while linear hashing needs to scan the overall hash table in a worst case. Howev-

er, chained hashing has a drawback that it is usually not cache friendly due to the nodes of 

the linked lists non-contiguously allocated in memory space. Chained hashing also needs a 

thread-safe memory manager or a garbage collector for managing the linked lists efficient-

ly. 

 

2.3 Cuckoo hashing 

Cuckoo hashing has a characteristic of using two hash tables rather than just 

using one hash table as a traditional hash method. Cuckoo hashing guarantees O(1) lookup 

performance, and has been researched in many areas[6,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20]. Cuckoo 

hashing uses the same size of hash table, but uses other hash functions. When inserting a 

data, each hash table need to calculate an objective bucket by each hash function, there is 

more than one objective bucket. If there is an empty bucket, it inserts a data to the objective 

bucket. If there is no empty buckets in two hash tables which mean all objective buckets in 

the hash tables have hash collisions. It kicks out first objective bucket value and inserts a 

value to that bucket. In this kicking out process, the first objective bucket value is moved to 

other bucket in other side of hash table. If the other side of objective bucket has already a 

value, then that objective bucket value will be moved to other side bucket as the way of 

kicking out process. The process is repeatedly executed for finding an empty bucket in two 

hash tables by using kicking out process until last objective bucket is empty. If it fails to 

find an empty bucket, meaning that there is no space to insert a value, which called cycle. 

In this case, the hash table needs to be resized. 
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Figure 1. Example of cuckoo hashing insertion [3]. 

 

Figure 1 presents an example of cuckoo hashing insertion. Figure 1(a) presents 

hash collision when inserting a new value. For data x, objective bucket 15 and 28 is ob-

tained by   adjusting Table1 hash function and Table2 hash function. Since two objective 

buckets already have values, it performs kicking out process for the bucket 15 of Table1 as 

shows Figure 1(b). The algorithm first inserts data x to bucket15 of Table1 and the data n in 

that bucket is moved to objective bucket 34, and then the data k of Table2 is moved to 

bucket11 of Table1. At this point, the kicking out process is finished since the bucket11 is 

empty. Figure 1(c) presents the occurrence of cycle that there is no space to insert the y val-

ue. 

In terms of using two hash table of cuckoo hashing, the cycle will be occurred 

when fill factor is almost 50%, that needs to be resized. In order to solve such problem, Ú . 

Erlingsson et al. [11] purposed method which uses three or four hash tables, which theoreti-

cally enhance fill factor up to 97%. 
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2.4. Hopscotch hashing 

Hopscotch hashing is the method that has all the features of linear hashing, 

chained hashing, and cuckoo hashing. Hopscotch hashing first finds out the closest empty 

bucket from the target bucket with linear probing. Then, it inserts <key, value> into the 

bucket if the distance between two buckets is less than the size of a cache line. Otherwise, it 

performs repeatedly data displacement between the empty bucket and the bucket cache-line 

distant from the empty bucket in the reverse direction of linear probing. Hopscotch hashing 

has an advantage that could improve the performance of lookup by reducing the number of 

cache misses, which is achieved by data displacements performed only in the rage of a 

cache line. We denote the number of buckets in a single cache line by H meaning hop 

range. For instance, when the size of a cache line is 512 bits, and the size of a bucket is 8 

bytes (i.e., 64 bits), H = 8. Each bucket stores extra information, called hop information, of 

H bits for data placement, which is actually a bitmap that indicates in which buckets the set 

of keys displaced are located instead of the current bucket. 

 

Figure 2. Example of insertion in Hopscotch hashing. 
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Figure 2 presents an example of insertion in hopscotch hashing. The white col-

ored buckets represent empty buckets and the grey colored ones occupied buckets. We as-

sume the hop range H is 6. Figure 2(a) presents the situation where the insert operation tries 

to insert the data x into the bucket 5, but a hash collision occurs. The insert operation finds 

out the closes empty bucket 17 with linear probing, and checks the hop information of the 

bucket 12, which is of H-1 buckets preceding the bucket 17. The second bit value 1 in the 

corresponding hop information indicates that the data n in the next bucket of the bucket 12 

(i.e., bucket 13) could be displaced to the bucket 17. The hop information is updated after 

displacement of the data n. The insert operation checks again the hop information of the 

bucket 8, which is of H-1 buckets preceding the bucket 13. Then, it displaces the data g in 

the bucket 10 to the bucket 13 and updates the hop information of the bucket 10. Finally, 

the insert operation checks the hop information of the bucket 5, displaces the data e in the 

bucket 5 to the bucket 10, and inserts the data x into the bucket 5 with updating the corre-

sponding hop information. Figure 2(b) presents the status of hash table and hop information 

after the insertion of the data x is completed. 

 

Ⅲ. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The lock-free data structure and algorithm based on CAS instructions are 

known as the multi-threading method of the best performance. Several lock-free hashing 

methods have been proposed for linear hashing and chained hashing[5][9][10]. But, there is 

no lock-free method for hopscotch hashing since the algorithm is more complex than those 

of linear hashing or chained hashing. It is well known that designing a lock-free version of 

a certain algorithm is much more difficult than designing its lock-based version. The best 
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implementation method for hopscotch hashing in terms of performance is a refinable lock-

based method, which uses bucket-level locks instead of a table-level lock[6]. In this section, 

we present CAS-based lock-free data structures and algorithms for linear hashing and 

chained hashing and refinable lock-based ones for hopscotch hashing. 

 

3.1. Lock-free linear hashing 

Several lock-free methods for linear hashing have been proposed so far. Gao et 

al.[7] have proposed the method where the size of a hash table can grow and shrink dynam-

ically. However, it has a drawback that thread safety is not guaranteed without PVS[8]. 

Purcell and Harris[9] have proposed the method that needs no garbage collection and has a 

small footprint. However, it has a drawback that it cannot be used for implementing a dic-

tionary since it cannot store values together with keys[9]. Stivala et al.[4] have proposed the 

method that is based on CAS operations, is thread safe without PVS, and can be used for 

implementing a dictionary. Therefore, we use their data structure and algorithm. 

Figure 3 presents Compare-And-Swap(CAS) operation logic for implementa-

tion of lock-free hashing methods. Figure 3 algorithm is hardware operation that needs just 

one instruction. CAS was first used by the IBM S/370[21], and currently it supports several 

architectures such as Intel(IA-32, IA-64) and sun SPARC. CAS is a hardware-based atomic 

operation and when multiple-threads is attempting write operation on the same memory ad-

dress, it guarantees just one thread successfully finish its operation on the memory location. 

Because of this hardware-based atomic operation, various types of CAS-based data struc-

tures [4][23][24][25] has been researched. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Compare_And_Swap(shared, expected_val, new_val) 

BEGIN 

    oldvalue ← shared; 

    IF oldvalue = expected_val THEN 

        address = new_val; 

        RETURN old_val; 

    ENDIF 

END 

Figure 3. Compare-And-Swap instruction logic. 

 

Figure 4 presents the table structure of linear hashing. The sizes of keys and val-

ues are all 8 bytes. When creating a hash table at first, the keys and values are initialized with 

NULL. 

 

Figure 4. Data structure of lock-free linear hashing. 

 

Figures 5 and 6 presents insertion and lookup algorithms for linear hashing, re-

spectively. Both operations use the get_entry function that tries to find out the bucket having 

a given key and returns its location if there is such bucket, NULL otherwise. The insert func-

tion tries to swap the content of the target bucket with the given key atomically using a CAS 

instruction in Line 19. If the content of the target bucket is not NULL, i.e., other thread has 

already inserted a key into the bucket using CAS, then the original CAS instruction returns 

non-NULL value, which means CAS fails. In that case, the insert function tries to insert the 

key again by calling itself recursively in Line 20. 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

get_entry(key) 

h ← hash(key) 

ent ← hashtable[h] 

probes ← 0 

    WHILE probes < TABLE_SIZE – 1 ∧ ent.key ≠ key ∧ ent.key ≠ NULL 

    DO  

       probes ←  probes + 1 

       h ←  (h + 1) mod TABLE_SIZE 

        ent ← hashtable[h]  

    IF probes ≥ TABLE_SIZE − 1 THEN 

        RETURN NULL 

    ELSE 

        RETURN ent 

Insert(key, value) 

    ent ← get_entry(key) 

    IF ent = NULL THEN 

        error_exit(“hash table full”) 

    IF ent.key = NULL THEN 

        IF CompareAndSwap(ent,NULL,<key,value>)≠ NULL THEN 

            RETURN insert(key,value) 

    ent.value ← value 

    RETURN TRUE 

Figure 5. Insert algorithm of lock-free linear hashing[5]. 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Lookup(key) 

    ent ← get_entry(key) 

    IF ent ≠ NULL ∧ ent.value ≠ NULL THEN 

        RETURN ent.value 

    ELSE 

        RETURN KEY_NOT_FOUND 

Figure 6. Lookup algorithm of lock-free linear hashing[5]. 

 

3.2. Lock-free chained hashing 

Several implementing methods for lock-free chained hashing have been pro-

posed. Shalev and Shavit[6] have proposed a so-called split-ordered lists method and Stivala 

et al.[5] introduced a CAS-based method. Since the split-ordered lists method has a bigger 

overhead in term of memory usage and a higher cost in terms of maintaining linked lists than 
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the CAS-based method, we adapted the CAS-based method. The original CAS-based meth-

od[5] is not cache-conscious, so we designed a new data structure that allocates a node of 

linked lists by a chunk which size is the same with a cache line, not by a pair of <key, value>. 

Figure 5 presents the data structure we designed for cache-conscious lock-free 

chained hashing. Each bucket consists of 8-byte key, 8-byte value, and 8-byte pointer next. 

All keys and values are initialized with NULL when initializing the table. A node of each 

linked list is composed of a short array of keys, a short array of values, blank, and 8-byte 

pointer next. The blank variable is for memory alignment. If the size of a cache line is 64 

bytes, the number of elements of the array keys (or values) is three, and the size of blank is 8 

bytes. By allocating a node by the size of a cache line, the lookup operation using this new 

data structure can reduce the number of cache misses at most three times compared with the 

conventional data structure that allocates a node by the size of <key, value>. 

 

Figure 7. Data structure of lock-free chained hashing. 

 

Figure 8 presents the insert algorithm for lock-free chained hashing. In Line 3, it 

tries to insert a given data to the target bucket using a CAS operation. If the CAS instruction 

fails, i.e., there is already other key in the bucket, the algorithm checks the existence of a 

linked list in Line 7, and then, tries to insert the data to an empty bucket of the first node of 

the linked list in Lines 8~9. If there is no linked list or no empty bucket in the first node, the 

operation allocates a new node, initializes it, and modifies the next pointer of the new node so 

as to point to the old node in Lines 11~13. Finally, the algorithm needs to modify the next 
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pointer of the target bucket so as to point to the newly allocated node. Here, since there might 

be multiple threads trying to modify the next pointer of the target bucket simultaneously, the 

algorithm needs to modify the pointer by using the CAS instruction as in Line 14. If CAS 

fails, i.e., other thread has already created a new node and modified the pointer, then, the cur-

rent thread should release the memory that it allocated for the node as in Line 15. Otherwise, 

the amount of memory leaked gets bigger and bigger as time goes on. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Insert(key, value) 

    bucket ← hashtable[hash(key)] 

    IF CompareAndSwap(bucket.key,NULL,key) = NULL THEN 

        RETURN true 

    WHILE true 

        old_node ← bucket.next 

        IF old_node ≠ NULL THEN 

            for(i ← 0; i < list_length; i++) 

                IF CompareAndSwap(old_node.key[i],NULL,key) = NULL THEN 

                    RETURN true 

        new_node ← malloc sizeof(entry_list)  

        new_node.init() 

        new_node.next ← old_node 

        IF CompareAndSwap(bucket.next,old_node,new_node) ≠ old_node 

            free new_node 

Figure 8. Insert algorithm of lock-free chained hashing. 

 

Figure 9 presents the lookup algorithm for lock free chained hashing. If the algo-

rithm finds out the given key in the target bucket immediately, it returns the corresponding 

value. Otherwise, it scans the corresponding linked list while checking whether the key of 

each bucket is the same with the given key. If the algorithm finds out such bucket in the 

linked list, then returns the corresponding value. Otherwise, it returns KEY_NOT_FOUND. 
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Lookup(key) 

    ent ← hashtable[hash(key)] 

    IF ent.key = key THEN 

        RETURN ent.value 

   IF ent.next THEN 

        list ← ent.next 

        WHILE (list)  

            for(i  ← 0; i < list_length; i++) 

                IF list.key[i] = key THEN 

                    RETURN list.value[i] 

            list ← list.next 

        RETURN NULL 

    ELSE 

        RETURN KEY_NOT_FOUND 

Figure 9. Lookup algorithm of lock-free chained hashing. 

 

3.3 Refinable lock-based cuckoo hashing 

Figure 10 presents the data structure of refinable lock-based cuckoo hashing, as-

signing a lock on each bucket. In this paper, implementation of cuckoo hashing algorithm is 

based on Pagh, R. and Rodler, F[3]. However, cuckoo hashing algorithm of multi-threading 

for lock/unlock operations encountered without comment on the paper[3], therefore, we have 

added lock/unlock operations of the call to the algorithm as refinable lock-based manner. In 

addition, as well as algorithm[3] and recently purposed cuckoo hashing methods so far have 

a problem that the first hash table always occur a circle earlier than other hash tables since it 

primary attempts to insert a data for first hash table. In this paper, we have modified the 

cuckoo hashing algorithm in order to solve such data skewness.  

Figure 10 presents the data structure of refinable lock-based cuckoo hashing. Each bucket 

consists of 8-byte key, 8-byte value, 8-byte lock, 40-byte pthread_mutex, and 48-byte 

pthread_cond. At first, the key and value of each bucket are initialized with NULL. 
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Figure 10. Data structure of refinable cuckoo hashing. 

 

The insert algorithm of cuckoo hashing is described in Figure 11. The algorithm 

first performs lookup operation by a given key in a hash table. If a given key is already exists 

in a hash table, return false in Lines 7~10. At this point, in order to prevent to a bucket state 

corresponded to index1 and index2 while other threads is accessing that bucket as lookup op-

eration, it performs lock operation of call in Lines 5~6, and then performs unlock operation 

of call in Lines 8~9. If given a key in the hash table does not exist, it try to perform insert op-

eration as many times as INSERT_ROUNDS in Line 16~45. In lines 13, depending on value 

of current unique threadID, it determines primary hash table attempting first insertion. In 

Line 19~28, it inserts a given data as it found one empty bucket between two tables. When 

insertion is success, the unlock operation must be performed before finished the insertion. If 

there is no empty bucket between two tables, it performs just one displacement operation in 

Line 30~42. The algorithm first stores a displaced data to temp_data and calculates other side 

temp_data location which can store moved data in Line 31~42. At this point, it calls unlock 

operation of old bucket, and calls lock operation for a newly calculated bucket. 

 

1  Insert(key,value)  

2  BEGIN 

3     index1 ← hash1(key); 

4     index2 ← hash2(key); 

5     hashtable[1][index1].lock(); 

6     hashtable[2][index2].lock(); 

7     IF lookup (key) THEN 

8         hashtable[1][index1].unlock(); 

9         hashtable[2][index2].unlock(); 
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10        RETURN false; 

11    ENDIF 

12    count ← 0; 

13    target_tbl ← threadID  % 2; 

14    target_idx ← (target_tbl = 1) ? index1 : index2; 

15    temp_data ← <key,value>; 

16    WHILE count < INSERT_ROUNDS 

17        other_tbl ← (target_tbl = 1) ? 2 : 1; 

18        other_idx ← (target_idx = index1) ? index2 : index1; 

19        IF hashtable[other_tbl][other_idx].key = NULL THEN 

20            hashtable[other_tbl][other_idx] ← temp_data; 

21            hashtable[1][index1].unlock(); 

22            hashtable[2][index2].unlock(); 

23            RETURN true; 

24        ELSEIF hashtable[target_tbl][target_idx].key = NULL THEN 

25            hashtable[target_tbl][target_idx] ← temp_data; 

26            hashtable[1][index1].unlock(); 

27            hashtable[2][index2].unlock(); 

28            RETURN true; 

29        ENDIF 

30        swap(temp_data, hashtable[target_tbl][target_idx]); 

31        IF index1 = hash1(temp_data.key) THEN 

32            hashtable[2][index2].unlock(); 

33            index2 ← hash2(temp_data.key); 

34            hashtable[2][index2].lock(); 

35            target_tbl ← 2; 

36            target_idx ← index2; 

37        ELSE 

38            hashtable[1][index1].unlock(); 

39            index1 ← hash1(temp_data.key); 

40            hashtable[1][index1].lock(); 

41            target_tbl ← 1; 

42            target_idx ← index1; 

43        ENDIF 

44        count ← count + 1; 

45    ENDWHILE 

46    hashtable[1][index1].unlock(); 

47    hashtable[2][index2].unlock(); 

48    RETURN false; 

49  END 

Figure 11. Insert algorithm of refinable cuckoo hashing. 

Figure 12 presents the lookup algorithm of cuckoo hashing. It finds a corre-

sponding value by a given key between two hash tables. If it finds out the value, it returns 

value. Otherwise, it returns KEY_NOT_FOUND.  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Lookup(key) 

BEGIN 

    IF hashtable[1][hash1(key)] = key THEN 

        RETURN hashtable[1].value; 

    ELSEIF hashtable[2][hash2(key)] = key THEN 

        RETURN hashtable[2].value; 

    ELSE  

    ENDIF 
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9 

10 

        RETURN KEY_NOT_FOUND; 

END 

Figure 12. Lookup algirhtm of refinable cuckoo hashing. 

3.4. Refinable lock-based hopscotch hashing  

Figure 13 presents the data structure of refinable lock-based hopscotch hashing. 

Each bucket consists of 8-byte key, 8-byte value, 8-byte hop information, 8-byte lock, 40-

byte pthread_mutex, and 48-byte pthread_cond. At first, the key, value, and hop information 

of each bucket are initialized with NULL. Here, we denote that the size of hop information is 

8 bytes, not H bits, for memory alignment. 

 

 

Figure 13. Data structure of refinable lock-based hopscotch hashing. 

 

The insert algorithm of hopscotch hashing is described in Figure 14. In this pa-

per, we set ADD_RANGE to 128 and HOP_RANGE to 32. The algorithm first finds out the 

first empty bucket with linear probing in Lines 8~11. If the empty bucket is located within 

HOP_RANGE, the data is inserted without displacement in Lines 14~18. Otherwise, the al-

gorithm performs repeatedly data displacement by calling the Find_closer_bucket function, 

which finds out the bucket to be displaced with the closest empty bucket. 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

   6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Insert(key, value) 

    start_bucket ← hash(key) 

    hashtable[start_bucket].lock() 

    IF lookup(key) THEN 

        hashtable[start_bucket].unlock() 

        RETURN false  

    free_dist ← 0 

    for(; free_dist < ADD_RANGE; free_dist++) 

        IF hashtable[start_bucket].key = NULL THEN 

            BREAK 

        start_bucket++ 

    IF free_dist < ADD_RANGE THEN 

        DO 

            IF free_dist < HOP_RANGE THEN 

                hashtable[start_bucket].hopinfo |= 1 << (HOP_RANGE - free_dist) 

                hashtable[start_bucket] ← <key, value> 

                hashtable[start_bucket].unlock() 

                RETURN true 

            Find_closer_bucket(start_bucket, free_dist, found) 

        WHILE found = false 

    hashtable[start_bucket].unlock() 

    RETURN false 

Figure 14. Insert algorithm of hopscotch hashing. 

 

Figure 15 presents the lookup algorithm of hopscotch hashing. Since each of all 

keys in the hash table is stored within HOP_RANGE from its original target bucket thanks to 

the insert algorithm, the algorithm only needs to check the buckets within HOP_RANGE as 

in Lines 3~6. If it finds out such bucket, it returns value. Otherwise, it returns 

KEY_NOT_FOUND. 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Lookup(key) 

    start_bucket ← hash(key) 

    for(i ← 0; i < HOP_RANGE; i++) 

        IF key = hashtable[start_bucket].key THEN 

            RETURN hashtable[start_bucket].value 

        start_bucket++ 

    RETURN KEY_NOT_FOUND 

Figure 15. Lookup algorithm of hopscotch hashing. 
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Ⅳ. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 

4.1. Experimental data and experiment environment 

The purpose of our experiments is to compare the performance of four multi-

threading cache-conscious hashing methods, linear hashing, chained hashing, and hopscotch 

hashing, and analyze their characteristics. We have measured the wall clock time of the insert 

and lookup operations while increasing the number of threads from 1 to 64. We repeated 

each test three times and used the average value.  

For the experimental data, we generated uniformly distributed <key, value> 

pairs of from 2
20

 (i.e., one million) to 2
23

 (i.e., about eight millions). We denote the data set 

of 2
20

, 2
21

, 2
22

, and 2
23

 pairs as 1MB, 2 MB, 4MB, and 8MB, respectively. Since the sizes of 

keys and values are 8 bytes, the size of the smallest data set, i.e., 1MB, is 2
20

x(8+8) = 16MB, 

and that of the largest data set, i.e., 8MB, is 2
23

x(8+8) = 128MB. In each experiment, we set 

the number of buckets of each hash table to double of the number of <key, value> pairs of 

the data set such that fill factor becomes 50%. 

For the experimental environment, we used a 32-core machine with four Intel 

Xeon E7-2830 8-core 2.13GHz CPUs of 24MB L3 cache, 128GB memory, and SUSE Enter-

prise 64-bit Linux operating system. We compiled our source codes by using g++ (version 

4.3.4). In order to avoid the unexpected effect of logical cores, we turned off the hyper-

threading (HT) option of the system. 

 

4.2. Insert operation performance 

Figure 16 presents the performance results of the insert operation of four hash 

tables. Both lock-free linear hashing and lock-free chained hashing shows that the perfor-

mance increases continuously as the number of threads increases. The performance of linear 
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hashing of 64 threads is improved 19 to 24 times compared to that of a single thread. Similar-

ly, the performance of chained hashing is improved 8 to 12 times, and that of hopscotch 

hashing is improved by up to 8 times. 

Lock-free linear hashing shows the best performance for the insert operation, 

and lock-free chained hashing shows a comparable performance with that. Even though we 

have not presented the result in Figure 16, we have identified that non-cache-conscious 

chained hashing, which allocates a node of a linked list by a bucket, shows much worse per-

formance than linear hashing.  

The performance of hopscotch hashing is not much improved compared with the 

other two hashing methods, as the number of threads increases. It is because hopscotch hash-

ing is a lock-based method and requires displacement process for insertion, which might 

cause many cache misses. There exist the locking overhead and the thread contention among 

threads, especially, when the number of threads increases. Due to such overhead and conten-

tion, the performance for insertion even degrades when the number of threads is 32 or 64. 
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Figure 16. Results of the insert operation. 

 

4.3. Lookup operation performance 

Figure 17 presents the performance results of the lookup operation of four hash 

tables. The performance of linear hashing of 64 threads is improved 11 to 22 times compared 

to that of a single thread. Similarly, the performance of chained hashing is improved 15 to 23 

times, and that of hopscotch hashing is improved 14 to 20 times. 

Unlike the insert operation, chained hashing shows the best performance for 

lookup, and linear hashing shows the worst performance among four hashing methods. Both 

insert and lookup algorithms of linear hashing are based on linear probing. So, the difference 

between the performances of insert and lookup operations of linear hashing is not much. 
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However, chained hashing and hopscotch hashing have a relatively large overhead for the 

insert operation, which are allocating liked lists or displacement process, but a relatively 

small overhead for the lookup operation. Thus, the lookup performances of chained hashing 

and hopscotch hashing are much improved and become better than that of linear hashing. 

 

Figure 17. Results of the lookup operation. 

 

4.4. Hash table size 

Figure 18 presents actual hash table sizes of four hash tables. For the 8MB data 

set, the size of linear hash table is 2
24
(8+8) = 256MB, that of chained hash table including 

all linked lists is 385MB, and that of hopscotch hash table is 2
24
(8+8+8+8+40+48) = 

1.875GB. We note that linear hashing and chained hashing consumes much smaller memory 
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than hopscotch hashing does, although they provide as good performance of the insert and 

lookup operations as hopscotch hashing does. 

 

Figure 18. The actual sizes of the hash tables. 

 

4.5 The performance of table-level lock-based hash methods 

In terms of ahead of refinable cuckoo hashing experiment, the size of hash table 

is much bigger than other hash tables. For this reason, this large size hash table could have 

degraded the performance. In order to identify this reason, we implements table-level lock 

based methods that uses only one mutex lock, rather than each bucket has a lock, pthread 

mutex, pthread cond variable as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 13. We implement table-level 

lock-based method for four hash methods and compare the performance with refinable hash 

tables and lock-free hash tables. In this implementation, the size of table-level lock-based 

cuckoo hashing is the same as the size of lock-free linear hashing. 

Figure 19 presents the performance results used 8M data set while increasing the 

number of threads from 1 to 64. This result is referred to as the log scale since there is huge 

gab among four hash method. In Figure 19(a) performance of insert operation, due to thread 

contention, the performance of all table-level lock-based methods is significantly decreasing 
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as number of thread increases. When using 64 threads, the insert operation performance of 

table-level lock-based cuckoo hashing and hopscotch hashing is more than 1,000times worse 

than lock-free hash methods and table-level lock-based chained hashing method is up to 

757times worse than lock-free methods. Additionally, In terms of cuckoo hashing, table-level 

lock-based method is more than 20times worse than refinable lock-based methods. This re-

sult presents excellence of refinable lock-based method and also demonstrates the superiority 

of the lock-free method. 

In Figure 19(b) presents the performance results of the lookup operation of three 

different lock-based methods for four hashing. Since all hash methods do not use any lock 

such as mutex, the differences is not as huge as the performance of insert operation results as 

shown in Figure 19(a). However, in terms of cuckoo hashing, it uses two hash tables which 

cause excessive mis-predicted branches. Regardless of lock-level, the performance is an av-

erage of 7 times worse than other hashing methods. On the other hand, the performance of 

table-lock based hopscotch hashing shows the best lookup performance among hash methods. 

The reason is that the table-lock based hopscotch hashing uses just one hash table and the 

table size is much smaller than refinable hopscotch hashing which cause more cache sensi-

tive and makes few mis-predicted branches. 
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Figure 19. The results of comparing table-lock based hash methods. 

 

4.6 Detailed performance analysis 

Figure 20 presents the results of detailed performance analysis of four hash 

methods based on lock-free, refinable and table-level lock-based method. We have measured 

the number of L3 Cache Misses, the number of Mis-Predicted Branches, Thread Wait Time 

and Thread Wait Count while using 8M data set and 64 threads. We use Intel Vtune Vtune 

Amplifier XE 2013 for measuring the number of Mis-Predicted Branches(MPB), Thread 

Wait Time(TWT) and Thread Wait Count(TWC) and use Valgrind[26] for the number of L3 

Cache Misses (CM). 

Figure 20(a) presents the results of detailed insert operation performance analy-

sis. Table-level lock-based hopscotch hashing shows the worst performance among hash 

methods and lock-free linear hashing shows the best performance. As shown in the Figure 

20(a), TWT(or TWC) is the biggest factor in determining the performance of insert operation. 

The TWT (or TWC) of lock-free linear hashing and lock-free chained hashing is 0, so the 

performance of insert operation is relatively very fast. However, the table-level lock-based 
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cuckoo hashing and hopscotch hashing have too long TWT(9,667 sec) and a lot of TWC(465 

million), that degrade the performance of insert operation. Note that TWT based on Vtune is 

running while profiling is applied and calculated as the sum of all thread wait time, which 

can be much larger than actual Wall Clock Time. Refinable cuckoo hashing and table-level 

lock-based cuckoo hashing use the same method, but if refinable cuckoo hashing has rela-

tively low TWT(8 sec) and low TWC(1 thousand), which makes lower insertion time than 

table-level lock-based cuckoo hashing. Lastly, table-level cuckoo hashing and hopscotch 

hashing has lower CM than refinable hashing methods. It is because the size of hash table is 

much smaller than refinable methods. 

Figure 20(b) presents the results of detailed lookup operation performance anal-

ysis. The performance of lookup operation is proportion to MPB and CM figures. Note that 

in terms of lookup operation, there is no thread wait time due to not using a lock. In terms of 

lookup time, lock-free chained hashing and table-level lock-based hopscotch hashing shows 

seven times faster performance than other hashing methods. Four hash methods have similar 

CM, but lock-free chained hashing and table-level lock-based have five times fewer MPB 

than other hash methods. Additionally, both chained hashing and hopscotch hashing have 

two time larger CM than lock-free linear hashing, but both have approximately 2.6 times 

fewer MPB than other hash method, which makes 1.5 times better lookup performance as a 

result of fewer MPB. 
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Figure 20. The results of detailed insert operation performance analysis. 

 

Ⅴ. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this paper, we have compared and analyzed the performance of four multi-

threading cache-conscious hashing methods, linear hashing, chained hashing, cuckoo hashing 

and hopscotch hashing, in terms of the insert and lookup operations. We have implemented 

each hashing method under the same implementation framework with the state-of-the-art 

techniques, especially CAS-based lock-free technique for linear hashing and chained hashing 

and refinable lock-based technique for cuckoo hashing and hopscotch hashing. To the best of 
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our knowledge, the work done by this paper is the first work that implements fairly those 

four hash methods and compares strictly them under the machine of a large number of cores 

(i.e., 32) of the latest computer architecture. Experimental results using up to 2
23

 (i.e., about 

eight millions) key-value pairs shows lock-free linear hashing is the best one for the insert 

operation, and lock-free chained hashing is the best one for the lookup operation. Especially, 

lock-free chained hashing, considering cache line shows better lookup performance than 

lock-free linear hashing. In terms of actual sizes of hash tables, the size of cuckoo hashing 

and hopscotch hashing is much bigger than those of other hash tables. Especially, table-level 

lock-based methods have excessive the number of mis-predicted branches and the number of 

cache-misses, and needs a lot of lock/unlock operations. That result means cuckoo hashing 

and hopscotch hashing is practically not as good as other two hash methods that provide both 

small footprint and good performance. 
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요 약 문 

멀티코어 CPU를 위한 최신 해싱방법들의 성능분석  

해시테이블은 키 값으로 연관된 메모리를 매핑하는 방식으로 구현하는 기본적인 데이터 

구조이다. O(1)의 매우 빠른 매핑작업으로 인해, 데이터베이스, 바이오인포매틱스, 그리고 분산 

컴퓨팅등 다양한 분야에서 사용되고 있다. 한편, CPU 의 마이크로 아키텍쳐 디자인의 

패러다임이 빠른 하나의 코어를 사용하는 것에서 여러 개의 느린 다중코어를 사용하는 것으로 

변하고 있다. 이러한 최신의 컴퓨터 구조의 성능을 최대한 이용하기 위해서 병렬처리방법은 그 

어느 때보다 중요해졌다. 본 논문은 두 가지 잘 알려진 해싱 방법인 선형 해싱과 체인 해싱을 

구현하였고 또한 최신 해싱 방법인 쿠쿠 해싱과 홉스카치 해싱을 구현하여 네 가지 해싱 

방법을 인텔 Nehalem 마이크로 아키텍쳐의 32 개의 코어를 사용한 환경에서 성능을 분석하였다. 

특히 compare-and-swap (CAS) 명령어의 락(lock) 프리 데이터 구조와 refinable 데이터 구조 등의 

가장 앞선 기술들을 사용하여 해시 방법들을 구현했다. 본 저자들이 아는 범위에서 본 논문은 

위의 네 가지 해싱 방법들을 동일한 구현 프레임워크 하에서 최선의 성능을 발휘하도록 

구현하고, 동일한 실험환경에서 성능분석을 한 최초의 논문이다. 2
23 의 데이터 (즉, 약 8 백만) 

key-value 쌍을 사용한 실험 결과에서 락 프리 선형 해싱이 삽입 연산에서 가장 좋은 성능을 

보였고, 락 프리 체인 해싱이 검색 연산에서 가장 좋은 성능을 보였다. 또한, 실험을 통해, 쿠쿠 

해싱과 홉스카치해싱이 해당 논문 저자들의 주장만큼 효율적인 것은 아니라는 것을 보였다.  

 

 

핵심어: 선형 해싱, 체인 해싱, 쿠쿠 해싱, 홉스카치해싱, 병렬프로그래밍. 
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